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Abstract
We consider a QEDd`1, d “ 1, 3 lattice model with emergent Lorentz or chiral sym-
metry, both when the interaction is irrelevant or marginal. While the correlations present
symmetry breaking corrections, we prove that the Adler-Bardeen (AB) non-renormalization
property holds at a non-perturbative level even at finite lattice: all radiative corrections to
the anomaly are vanishing. The analysis uses a new technique based on the combination
of non-perturbative regularity properties obtained by exact renormalization Group methods
and Ward Identities. The AB property, essential for the renormalizability of the standard
model, is therefore a robust feature imposing no constraints on possible symmetry breaking
terms, at least in the class of lattice models considered.
1 Introduction
According to modern understanding several symmetries of particle physics can be approximate
and emergent, see e.g. [1], [2],[3], and possibly broken at the Planck length scale. The Adler-
Bardeen (AB) non-renormalization property [4],[5],[6] is essential to ensure the renormalizability
of the Standard model, through the anomaly cancellation. The proof of the AB property is based
on identities between class of graphs and relies on the validity of Lorentz and chiral symmetry.
If the symmetry breaking terms are dimensionally irrelevant, one expects that the corrections
are of the order of the Planck divided by the particle physics length scale, hence typically
undetectable. However this would be not true if corrections are present to the AB property;
even very small radiative contributions would be amplified if they break renormalizability. It
is therefore interesting to see if the anomaly non-renormalization holds generically even when
symmetry breaking terms are present at the Planck length scale, or if in contrast its validity
requires that they are absent or at least of special form.
We consider the simple situation where the symmetry violation is produced by a lattice,
with spacing small compared to particle physics lengths but large or comparable to the Planck
length scale; lattice models are often used to mimic the violation of symmetries, see e.g.[7],
[8],[9],[10]. In particular, the model we consider is the interacting extension of the Nielsen-
Ninomiya simulation of the chiral anomaly [11], that is lattice fermions coupled with a quantum
massive photon field, with an emerging description in terms of massless QEDd`1, d “ 1, 3. There
are corrections to the Lorentz invariant part of the correlations which are non-vanishing and
of order of the momentum times the lattice spacing. In contrast, we prove that the anomaly
is perfectly non-renormalized , even in presence of finite symmetry breaking terms; that is, at
least in the class of lattice models we consider, the AB non-renormalization is a robust feature
imposing no constraints on the symmetry breaking terms.
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Our results are based on a novel technique based on the combination of constructive regularity
properties obtained by exact Renormalization Group (RG) methods and Ward Identities. The
contribution of irrelevant terms at each step is essential and fully taken into account. The
results are fully non-perturbative, as physical quantities are expressed in terms of series whose
convergence is established in presence of a finite photon mass, as consequence of cancellations due
to Pauli principle (see [12] for an introduction to such methods). This is a major difference with
respect to other approaches to the anomaly which give results valid only order by order, see e.g.
[13],[14]. The strategy of proof was used in [15] for irrelevant interactions and is here extended
to the marginal case. Even if the validity of the AB property is proved for the Up1q gauge
group and with a photon mass regularization, the result indicates that the anomaly cancellation
condition is common between the continuum theory and the lattice theory and suggests that
anomaly-free chiral gauge theory, as the Standard model, can be formulated non-perturbatively
by lattice formulation.
2 Lattice models and anomaly non-renormalization
The massless lattice QEDd`1 model we consider is the interacting extension of the Nielsen-
Ninomiya anomaly simulation [11], where the interaction with a quantum photon field is in-
cluded. The detailed form of the lattice has no importance and we do a specific choice just for
definiteness.
In d “ 1 we consider a linear lattice Λ “ tx “ na, n P Zuq. If ψx˘ , x P Λ, are fermionic
creation or annihilation operators defined on the Fock space and verifying tψx` , ψy´ u “ δx,y,
tψx` , ψy` u “ tψx´ , ψy´ u “ 0, the lattice Hamiltonian is
H0 “ t
a
ÿ
x
´1
2
pψ`x`aψ´x ` ψ`x ψ´x`aq ´ cospζqψ`x ψ´x
¯
(1)
We define pψ˘k “ ÿ
xPΛ
e¯ikxψ˘x ψ
˘
x “
ż
dk
p2πqe
˘ikx pψ˘k (2)
where |k| ď π{a and
H0 “
ż
dk
p2πqhpkq
pψ`k pψ´k hpkq “ tapcos ka´ cos ζq. (3)
Note that for k “ ˘ζ{a ` q one has hpkq “ ˘vq ` Opq2aq, v “ t sin ζ, that is the dispersion
relation is essentially linear.
In d “ 3 we consider a lattice formed by two sublattices: one is Λ1 “ tn1ap 1?2 ,
1?
2
, 0q `
n2ap´ 1?2 , 1?2 , 0q ` n3ap0, 0, 1q, ni P Zu, and the other is Λ2 “ Λ1 ` a 1?2e1 ” Λ1 ` aδ1 (we
let e1, e2, e3 be the elements of the standard Euclidean basis and δ1 “ 1?2e1, δ2 “
1?
2
e2). We
associate a fermionic field to each sublattice ψ˘x,j with x P Λj, j “ 1, 2 and we consider the
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Hamiltonian
H0 “ ´ t
2a
ÿ
xPΛ1
”`
iψ`x,1ψ
´
x`aδ1,2 ` iψ`x´aδ1,2ψ´x,1 ` c.c.
˘ ` `ψ`x,1ψ´x`aδ2,2 ´ ψ`x´aδ2,2ψ´x,1 ` c.c.˘ı´
t1
ÿ
xPΛ1
” 1
2a
pψ`x,1ψ´x`ae3,1 ` ψ`x,1ψ´x´ae3,1q ´ pcospζq ´
1
a
qψ`x,1ψ´x,1q
ı
`
t1
ÿ
xPΛ2
” 1
2a
pψ`x,2ψ´x`ae3,2 ` ψ`x,2ψ´x´ae3,2q ´ pcospζq ´
1
a
qψ`x,2ψ´x,2q
ı
`
t1
4a
ÿ
xPΛ1
ψ`x,1
´
ψ´x`aδ1`aδ2,1 ` ψ´x`aδ1´aδ2,1 ` ψ´x´aδ1`aδ2,1 ` ψ´x´aδ1´aδ2,1
¯
´ (4)
t1
4a
ÿ
xPΛ2
ψ`x,2
´
ψ´x`aδ1`aδ2,2 ` ψ´x`aδ1´aδ2,2 ` ψ´x´aδ1`aδ2,2 ` ψ´x´aδ1´aδ2,2
¯
We pass to Fourier space :
ψ˘x,1 “
ż
dk
p2πq3 e
˘ikx pψ˘k,1 ψ˘x,2 “
ż
dk
p2πq3 e
˘ikx pψ˘k,2 (5)
where the integrals are over the first Brillouin zone so that the Hamiltonian reads:
H0 “
ż
dk
p2πq3
pψ`k
ˆ
αpkq βpkq
β˚pkq ´αpkq
˙ pψ´k ”
ż
dk
p2πq3
pψ`k hpkq pψ´k , (6)
where
αpkq “ ´ t
1
a
pcos k3a´ cos ζq ` t
1
a
pcos ak1?
2
cos ak2?
2
´ 1q, (7)
βpkq “ ´ t
a
sin k1?
2
` i t
a
sin k2?
2
. (8)
If k1 “ q1, k2 “ q2 and k3 “ ˘ζ{a` q3 we can write hpkq “ ´v1σ1q1´ v1σ2q2¯ vσ3q3`Opa|q|2q
with v1 “ t{
?
2, v “ t1 sin ζ and q “ pq1, q2, q3q. We denote by pψx0,k,i “ eH0x0 pψ˘k,ie´H0x0 where
x0 is the Euclidean time; we introduce the 2-point function pgi,jpkq ”ă pψ`k,i pψ´k,j ą given by the
following matrix
pgpkq “ 1´ik0I ` hpkq (9)
where k “ pk0, kq. A similar expression holds in d “ 1. The Fourier transform of the propagatorpgpkq is denoted by gpxq with x “ px0, xq.
It is well known that the above lattice models admit an emerging description in terms
of Dirac particles [11]. Indeed a Dirac massless particle has propagator ă Ψ¯kΨk ą“ 1´i ­k ,
where {k “ γµkµ, µ “ 0, 1, ..d and with tγµ, γνu “ 2δµ,ν and the Euclidean Dirac derivative
is {B. In d “ 1 a possible realization of γ-matrices is σ1 “ γ0, σ2 “ γ1 and σ3 “ γ5 with
σ1 “
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
σ2 “
ˆ
0 ´i
i 0
˙
σ3 “
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
. Similarly in d “ 3
γ0 “
ˆ
0 I
I 0
˙
γj “
ˆ
0 iσj
´iσj 0
˙
, γ5 “
ˆ
I 0
0 ´I
˙
In addition to Lorentz invariance, Dirac particles verify gauge and chiral symmetry, implying
the conservations of the d ` 1 current Jµ “ Ψ¯γµΨ and axial current Jµ “ Ψ¯γµγ5Ψ. It is also
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convenient to write Ψ “ pΨ`,Ψ´q and Ψ¯ “ Ψ`γ0, so that the Dirac propagator can be written
as, pgD˘ pkq “ă Ψ`˘,kΨ˘,k ą
pgD˘ pkq “ p´ik0 ˘ kq´1 pgD˘ pkq “ p´ik0 ¯ σ1k1 ¯ σ2k2 ¯ σ3k3q´1 (10)
in d “ 1 and d “ 3 respectively.
Let us look at the lattice propagator (9) restricting to momenta close to ˘ζ{a. We introduce a
smooth compact support function χωpkq, with ω “ ˘ non vanishing only for |k´ωζ¯{a| ď 1{p10aq
with ζ¯ “ p0, ζq in d “ 1 or ζ¯ “ p0, 0, 0, ζq in d “ 3. In d “ 1 we define pgωpk´ωζ¯{aq “ χωpkqpgpkq
and in d “ 3 we define pgi,j;ωpk´ ωζ¯{aq “ δi,j,ωχωpkqpgi,jpkq (11)
with δi,j,` “ 1, δi,j,´ “ p´1qi`j . The function pgω is the propagator restricted to momenta
around ˘ζ¯{a and, setting v “ v1 “ 1 we get, calling k´ ωζ¯{a “ q
pg˘pqq “ pgD˘ pqqp1 ` r˘pqqq |r˘pqq| ď Ca|q| (12)
The lattice models (1) and (4) admit therefore an emerging description in terms of massless
Dirac partcles; the propagator for momenta far from the inverse spacing has a Lorentz invariant
part up to corrections which are small but non vanishing. Let us see what happens to the
conservation of the currents. The current in a lattice theory can be introduced using the Peierls
substitution. In d “ 1 one introduces an interaction with an external gauge field by writing
H0pAq “ t
a
ÿ
x
p1
2
pψ`x`aei
şx
x`a dsApsqψ´x ` ψ`x ei
şx`a
x
dsApsqψ´x`aq ´ cospζqψ`x ψ´x q (13)
with a similar expression holding in d “ 3; the current is defined as jx “ BH0pAqBApxq |Apxq“0, and the
lattice density is ρx “ ψx` ψx´ , and they can be combined in jµ “ pρ, j1, .., jdq. The lattice density
and current vertex are close, in the sense of correlations and up to corrections as in (12), to
the Dirac ones Ψ¯γµΨ. Such corrections however do not prevent the conservation of the lattice
current in the sense of Ward Identities (see (26) below), as the Peierls substitution ensures gauge
invariance at a lattice level.
A different situation is encountered in the case of chiral currents. Following [11] one can in-
deed define an analogue of the chiral density and current in the lattice model, by the requirement
that it is close to the Dirac chiral current Ψ¯γµγ5Ψ in the sense of correlations, up to corrections.
The lattice chiral density can be defined as the difference of densities of fermions around ˘ζ¯{a,
that is in d “ 1 pρ5p “
ż
dk
p2πq
sin ka
sin ζ
pψ`k`p pψ´k (14)
or pρ5p “ ş dkp2piq3 sink3asin ζ pψ`k`p pψ´k ; in coordinate space ρ5x “ ´ i2 sin ζ pψx` ψ´x`ae3 ´ ψx` ψ´x´ae3q or ρ5x “
´ i
2 sin ζ
pψx` ψ´x`a´ψx` ψ´x´aq. The definition of the axial current is given in a similar way inserting
a factor sin ka or sin k3a in the Fourier transform of the current. The axial symmetry is however
broken and there is no conservation of axial current.
Let us introduce now a dynamical photon field A¯µpxq (not to be confused with the external
field Aµ) with integration P pdA¯q and propagator
vµ,νpxq “ δµ,νvpxq “
ż
dk
p2πqd`1χpkq
eikx
k2 `M2a
δµ,ν (15)
where x “ px0, xq, χpkq is a cut-off function vanishing for momenta larger than Op1{aq and
Ma “ M in d “ 1 and Ma “ a´1M in d “ 3 is a regularizing mass (such a regularization is
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the one adopted in [5]). For a non-perturbative analysis we find convenient to integrate out the
boson field getting a purely fermionic theory, that isż
P pdA¯qee
ş
dxA¯µjµ “ ee2
ş
dxdyvpx´yqjµpxqjµpyq (16)
The lattice model we consider is therefore defined by the following generating function
eW pAµ,A
5
µ,φq “
ż
P pdψqeV pψ,Aµ,A5µ,φq (17)
where ψ˘x,i (in d “ 3 i “ 1, 2 while in d “ 1 i “ 1 and ψ˘x,1 “ ψx˘ ) is a set of Grassmann variables
tψεx,i, ψε
1
y,ju “ 0, ε, ε1 “ ˘ (with abuse of notation we denote the Grassmann variables with the
same symbol as fields), P pdψq is the fermionic integration with propagator (9) and
V pψ,Aµ, A5µ, φq “ λ
ż
dxdyvµ,νpx,yqjµ,xpAqjν,ypAq ` νN `Bpψ,Aq `
ż
dxA5µ,xj
5
µ,xpAq (18)
where the first term is the interaction, jµ “ pρ, j1, .., jdq are the lattice density and current
expressed in terms of Grassmann variables, jµpAq is obtained by jµ by the Perierls substitution,ş
dx is a notation for
ş
dx0
ř
x, λ “ e2 is the coupling and the second term is a counterterm to
fix the singularity of the propagator, N “ ş dxψx` ψx´ in d “ 1 or N “ ş dxpψ`1,xψ´1,x ´ ψ`2,xψ´2,xq
in d “ 3. Finally Aµ, A5µ, φ are external fields (φ is a Grassman variable) and derivatives of W
with respect to Aµ, A
5
µ, φ give the correlations of the current, chiral current or fermionic field
respectively. In order to ensure gauge invariance for the external field Aµ (see (25) below) we
define
Bpψ,Aq “
ż
dxA0,xρx ´ pH0pAq ´H0p0qq `
ÿ
ε“˘
ż
dxψεxφ
´ε
x (19)
with H0pAq given by (13) with Grassmann variables replacing fields and j5µ,xpAq is obtained by
j5µ,x by the Peierls substitution; in particular the gauge invariant chiral density is
ρ5xpAq “ Z50
1
sin ζ
pψ`x ei
şx3`a
x3
dsA3psqψ´x`ae3 ´ ψ`x´ae3ei
şx3
x3´a dsA3psqψ´x q (20)
with A3psq “ A3px0, x1, x2, sq and Z50 is a renormalization to be properly fixed, see below; a
similar expression holds for the axial current j5i,xpAq, and Z5i are the corresponding renormal-
izations.
The correlations are obtained by differentiating the generating function with respect to the
external fields; in particular
pG2pkq “ B2WBpφ´k Bpφ`k |0 pG2,1pp,kq “
B3W
B pAµ,pBpφ´k Bpφ`k`p |0 pG
5
2,1pp,kq “
B3W
B pA5µ,pBpφ´k Bpφ`k`p |0
(21)
where given a function fpAµ, A5µ, φq we denote fpAµ, A5µ, φq|0 “ fp0, 0, 0q and pAµ is the Fourier
transform of Aµ.
We define in d “ 1 pGωpk´ ωζ¯{aq “ χωpkq pG2pkq and in d “ 3
pGi,j;ωpk´ ωζ¯{aq “ δi,j,ωχωpkq pG2,i,jpkq (22)
Similarly we introduce the current correlations
pΓµ,µ1,..,µnpp1, ..,pnq “ Bn`1WB pAµ,pB pAµ1,p1 ...B pAµn,pn |0 pΓ5µ,µ1,..,µnpp1, ..,pnq “
Bn`1W
B pA5µ,pB pAµ1,p1 ...B pAµn ,pn |0
(23)
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By Feynman graph expansion one can see that the correlations of (17) coincide in the formal
limit in which regularizations are removed a Ñ 0,M Ñ 0 with massless QED in the Feynman
gauge. The lattice breaks the Lorentz symmetry, so that the parameters t, t1 have to be chosen
as function of the coupling λ to fix the light velocity equal to c “ 1; ν is a counterterm to fix the
position of the singularity. The chiral symmetry is also broken and one has to fix the constants
Z5µ in order to ensure the following condition, if k “ q` ωζ¯{a, q,p small, ω “ ˘
pG2,1,µpp,kq “ ω pG52,1,µpp,kqp1 `Opaq, apq` pqq (24)
The AB non-renormalization means that the anomaly acquires no corrections provided that the
normalizations are fixed so that (24) holds, see e.g. [6].
While the lattice breaks chiral and Lorentz symmetry (which are only emergent), our model
respects exactly gauge symmetry, as by construction
W pAµ, A5µ, φq “W pAµ ` Bµαx, A5µ, eiαxφxq (25)
and from this we get the following Ward Identity expressing the conservation of the current
pµpΓµ,µ1,..,µn “ 0 (26)
and the relation
´ipµ pG2,1,µpp,kq “ pG2pkq ´ pG2pk` pq (27)
The chiral symmetry is broken by the lattice so that the analogue of (26) for the chiral current is
not true. In the emergent continuum theory the chiral symmetry holds exactly but nevertheless
pµpΓ5µ,µ1,..,µn is non vanishing, what is precisely the quantum anomaly [4]. In [11] it was shown
that, in the non-interacting case, one has in the lattice theory pµpΓ5µ,νppq “ 1piεµ,νpµ in d “ 1
and pµpΓ5µ,ν,σpp1,p2q “ 12pi2p1,αp2,βεα,β,ν,σ in d “ 3, that is one gets the same result as the
continuum theory. We investigate what happens to the anomaly in presence of interaction with
a finite lattice.
Theorem. For small λ and suitable ν, t, t1 and Z5µ chosen so that (24) holds, the correlations
of (17) are, respectively for d “ 1 and d “ 3
pGωpqq “ |k|η
Z
gDω pqqp1 `Rpqqq pGωpqq “ 1Z gDω pqqp1 `Rpqqq (28)
where η “ aλ2 `Opλ3q, Z “ 1 `Opλq and Rpqq non vanishing and |Rpqq| ď Ca|q|; moreover,
up to higher order terms in p
pµpΓ5µ,νppq “ 1πεµ,νpµ pµpΓ5µ,ν,σpp1,p2q “ 12π2p1,αp2,βεα,β,ν,σ (29)
The above result is an emergent Adler-Bardeen theorem, as (29) says that there are no
interaction corrections to the anomaly, even in presence of a finite lattice; its value coincides
with the one of non interacting Dirac fermions. In contrast symmetry breaking terms produce
non vanishing corrections to the correlations, see (28). The above result is rigorous, as the
presence of the lattice allows to get a full non-perturbative control on the functional integrals.
In the rest of the paper a proof of the above result is provided. In §3 we describe the
Renormalization Group analysis for the lattice model (17), and we get the main regularity
properties for the kernels of the effective potential. In §4 we get the anomaly non-renormalization
in the d “ 3 case, and in §5 in the d “ 1 case; finally §6 is devoted to conclusions.
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3 Renormalization Group
As we are interested in the possible breaking of the AB property due the irrelevant terms, one
needs an exact RG analysis in order to take them fully into account [17],[18]. The starting point
is the decomposition of the propagator in higher and lower energy degrees of freedom, that is
gpxq “ gpNqpxq ` gpďN´1qpxq (30)
where pgpNqpkq and pgpďN´1qpkq are equal to pgpkq times fN pkq and χN´1pkq respectively, where
χN´1pkq is a compact support function selecting momenta such that |k ´ ωζ¯{a| ď γN with
γ ą 1, γN “ 1{p10aq and fN “ 1 ´ χN´1. We can use the decomposition property P pdψq “
P pdψpďN´1qqP pdψpNqq, where P pdψpďN´1qq and P pdψpNqq have propagator gpďN´1qpxq and
gpNqpxq. The field ψpNq represents the highest energy degree of freedom; its propagator gpNqpxq
decays at large distances faster than any power with rate γN and is bounded by γdN , and it can
be integrated out safely. Note that χN´1pkq as a function of k has support in two disconnected
regions around ˘ζ¯{a; we can therefore, after shifting the momenta, write
gpďN´1qpxq “
ÿ
ω“˘
eiω
ζ¯
a
xgpďN´1qω pxq ψ˘pďN´1qx “
ÿ
ω“˘
e˘iω
ζ¯
a
xψ
˘pďN´1q
ω,x (31)
In conclusion we get
eW pAµ,A
5
µ,φq “
ż
P pdψpďN´1qqP pdψpNqqeV pNqpψpďN´1q`ψpNq,φ,A5µ,Aµq
“
ż
P pdψpďN´1qqeV pN´1qpψpďN´1q,φ,A5µ,Aµq (32)
with V pN´1qpψpďN´1q, φ,A5µ, Aµq equal to
ř8
n“0
1
n!
ETN pV ;nq and ETN is the truncated expecta-
tion, that is the sum of connected Feynman graphs. The effective potential V pN´1q is given
by
V pN´1q “
ÿ
l,m
ż
dxdyW
pN´1q
l,m px,yqr
lź
i“1
ψ
εipďN´1q
jixi,ωi
sr
mź
i“1
Aσiµ,yis (33)
where x “ x1, ..,xl, y “ y1, ..,ym, j “ 1, 2 in d “ 3 or j “ 1 in d “ 1, εi “ ˘, µ “ 0, 1 in d “ 1
and µ “ 0, 1, 2, 3 in d “ 3, ω “ ˘ and σ “ 0, 5 (A0µ,y ” Aµ,y).
Note that the RG integration step has two effects; the first is that the potential is now
expressed as sum over monomials of fields of every order and the second that the field is splitted
in two components labeled by ω “ ˘. The kernels W pN´1ql,m are expressed by convergent series
in λ; this follows from the representation gpNqpx ´ yq “ pfx, gyq where p, q is a suitable scalar
product and the fact that fermionic expectation can be written as the determinant of a Gram
matrix M with elements pfxi , gxj q with bound |detM | ď
ś ||fxi ||||gxi ||; see e.g. [19] or [12].
We integrate the lower degrees of freedom writing g
pďN´1q
ω “
řN´1
h“´8 g
phq
ω where g
phq
ω has cut-
off function fh with support in γ
h´1 ď |k¯ζ¯{a| ď γh`1; by integrating the fields ψpN´1qω , ψpN´2qω , .., ψphqω
we get an expression similar to (32) with P pdψpďhqq with propagator
gpďhqω pxq “
ż
dk
p2πqd`1
eikx
Zh
χhpkq
´iαµ,ω,hkµ ` r
h
ωpxq (34)
where χh “
řh
k“´8 fk and in d “ 1 one has α0,ω,h “ 1, α1,ω,h “ ´iωvh and in d “ 3 one
has α0,ω,h “ 1, α1,ω,h “ ´iσ1vh,1, α2,ω,h “ ´iσ2vh,1, α3,ω,h “ ´iωσ3vh,3; the first term is
bounded by γdh and decays faster than any power in γh|x|, while the second is smaller, being
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bounded by γdhaγh. The velocities are such that vh Ñ v´8 “ v0 ` Opλq and we can tune the
parameters such that v´8 “ 1. We call αµ,ω simply αµ,ω,h with h “ ´8. With this choice the
first term in the r.h.s. of (34) is the relativistic propagator at scale h.
The effective potential V h can be decomposed in an irrelevant part, containing all the mono-
mials with negative scaling dimension D “ pd ` 1q ´ dn{2 ´m , and a relevant and marginal
part D ě 0. The marginal term linear in A have the form
ÿ
ω“˘
ż
dp
p2πqd`1 rZµ,h
pAµ,p pµ,ω,p ` Z5µ,h pA5µ,p p5µ,ω,ps (35)
with (in d “ 3 pψ “ p pψ1, pψ2q)
pjµ,ω,p“ż dkp2πqd`1 pψ`ω,k`pαµ,ω pψ´ω,k pj5µ,ω,p“ Z5µ
ż
dk
p2πqd`1
pψ`ω,k`pα5µ,ω pψ´ω,k α5µ,ω “ ωαµ,ω
(36)
The factors Zµ,h or Z
5
µ,h are the renormalizations of the current and axial current respectively.
The relevant term is γhνh
ř
ω
ş
dxψx`,ωα¯ψx´,ω with α¯ “ 1 in d “ 1 and σ3 in d “ 3 and ν has to
fixed so that so that νh “ Opγh´N q. Finally in d “ 1 there is a marginal interaction
λh
ż
dxψ`x,`ψ
´
x,`ψ
`
x,´ψ
´
x,´ (37)
which is absent in d “ 3.
The kernelsW
phq
l,m are obtained, see e.g. [12], by contracting the effective potentials at previous
scales, and one can distinguish the contributions W
phq
a,l,m, obtained contracting only marginal
terms, from the contributions W
phq
b,l,m obtained contracting at least an irrelevant or relevant ν
term; the series expansion are convergent and the following bound holds [12]ż
dpx{x1q|W phqi,l,mpxq| ď CγDhγ´θipN´hq θa “ 0, θb “ 1 D “ pd` 1q ´ dl{2´m (38)
Note that there is an essential difference between the d “ 3 and d “ 1 case; in the first case to
W
phq
a,n,m no vertices with more than two fermionic lines contribute, while in the second also the
local vertices quartic in ψ contribute.
The flow of the running coupling constants and renormalizations is quite different. In the
d “ 3 case [20] the terms with more than 2 fields have negative dimension so that
Zh´1
Zh
“ 1`Opλγh´N q vh´1 “ vh`Opλγh´N q Zµ,h´1
Zµ,h
“ 1`Opλγh´N q Z
5
µ,h´1
Z5µ,h
“ 1`Opλγh´N q
(39)
by (38). We choose the parameters so that vh “ 1`Opλγh´N q.Defining Zµ,´8 ” Zµ, Z5µ,´8 ”
Z5µ, Z´8 ” Z we can write
Zµ,h “ Zµ `Opλγh´N q (40)
and similar expressions for Zh, Zµ,h.
In the d “ 1 case [21] in contrast the interaction is marginal and the beta function of the
renormalizations is given by
Zh´1
Zh
“ 1` aλ2h `Opλ3hq (41)
and similar expressions holds for Zµ,h and Z
5
µ,h. It turns out that, as a consequence of the
emerging chiral symmetry, the beta function for λh is asymptotically vanishing λh´1 “ λh `
8
Opλ2γh´N q and the same is true for the velocity. Note that, as λh Ñ λ´8 “ λ ` Opλ2q, then
the renormalization can be singular as hÑ ´8; in particular
Zh „ γηph´Nq (42)
with η “ ´aλ2 `Opλ3q.
The conclusion of the above analysis is that , if we suitable fix the velocities v0 and the
counterterms ν one gets (28), that is Lorentz invariance emerges up to corrections which are
small if q is far from the lattice scale.
4 Anomaly non-renormalization; the irrelevant case
In d “ 3 the interaction is irrelevant and, by (38), for k „ ωζ¯{a, p „ 0, ω “ ˘ pG2pkq “
1
Z
gpkqp1 `Opaqqq and
pG2,1,µpp,kq “ Zµ pG2pkqαµ,ω pG2pk`pqp1`Rq pG52,1,µpp,kq “ ωZ5µZ5µ pG2pkqαµ,ω pG2pk`pqp1`Rq
(43)
with |R| ď Cap|q|, |q ` p|q. Note the perfect proportionality of the vertex function to Zµ, Z5µ
which is not true in the marginal case (the R term is not subdominant). We know from the
previous section that Z,Zµ, Z
5
µ are expressed by convergent series depending on all details at
the lattice scale; the Ward Identity (27) implies the exact relation
Zµ
Z
“ 1 (44)
A similar identity is not true for Z5µ and generically Z
5
µ{Zµ is a non trivial function of λ. Therefore
in order to ensure the validity of (24) we choose
Z5µ “
Zµ
Z5µ
(45)
The anomaly coefficient is expressed in terms of
pΓ5µ,µ1,µ3pp1,p2q “ Nÿ
h“´8
xW phq0,3 pp1,p2q (46)
By (38) it is bounded by
|pΓ5µ,µ1,µ3pp1,p2q| ď C Nÿ
h“´8
γh ă 8 (47)
so that it is continuous as a function of p1,p2; it is however not differentiable as each derivative
produces an extra γ´h. The continuity combined with Ward Identites (25) are sufficient to
prove that Γ5µ,µ1,µ2p0, 0q “ 0 without any explicit computation: it is sufficient to write from (25)
p1,µ1
pΓ5µ,µ1,µ2pp1,p2q “ 0 at p1,1 “ p¯1 and zero otherwise and use continuity. One would be
tempted to iterate this argument for the derivative of pΓ5µ,µ1,µ2 , but that is impossibile for the
lack of differentiability, and indeed pΓ5µ,µ1,µ2 has non vanishing derivatives.
Regularity properties are a very efficient tool to get information on the property of the
anomalies, once that pΓ5µ,µ1,µ2pp1,p2q is suitable decomposed in order to get advantage from the
dimensional gain in (38). We write, p “ p1 ` p2
pΓ5µ,ν,σpp1,p2q “ xp5µ,p;rν,p1 ;rσ,p2y `∆pp1,p2q (48)
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where ∆ is the Schwinger term and rj the interacting current (obtained by the derivative in A).
∆ has the same bound as the terms with m “ 2, 1 hence they are differentiable. In absence of
interaction λ “ 0 xp5µ,p;rν,p1 ;rσ,p2y is expressed by the triangle graph. In presence of interaction,
the RG analysis of the previous section says that
xp5µ,p;rν,p1 ;rσ,p2y “ Nÿ
h“´8
xW phqa,0,3 ` Nÿ
h“´8
xW phqb,0,3 (49)
where the first term, containing only marginal source terms, is the triangle graph with propaga-
tors gphq{Zh and vertices associated to Zµ,h, Z5µ,h, while the second is a series of terms with an
arbitrary number of quartic interactions, see Fig. 1. According to the bound (38) we have
Nÿ
h“´8
|BxW phqb,0,3| ď Nÿ
h“´8
γph´Nq ď C (50)
so that xW phqb,0,3 is differentiable while xW phqa,0,3 is not.
“ ` `...
Figure 1: The decomposition of xp5µ,p;rν,p1 ;rσ,p2y.
We can replace in the renormalized triangle graph the values of Zµ,h, Z
5
µ,h, vh with their
limiting value; the difference has again an extra Opγh´N q so gives a differentiable contribution.
Summing over the scale h has the effect that the cut-off fh of single scale propagators add up
to χ “ řNh“´8 fh so that we get at the end
Nÿ
h“´8
W
phq
a,0,3 “
Z5µZ
5
µZνZσ
Z3
Iµ,ν,σpp1,p2q `Gpp1,p2q (51)
where the second term is differentiable while Iµ,ν,σpp1,p2q is the relativistic triangle graph with
propagators χpkq´i ­k , that is with a momentum cut-off. In conclusion
pΓ5µ,ν,σpp1,p2q “ Z5µZ5µZνZσZ3 Iµ,ν,σpp1,p2q `H5µ,ν,σpp1,p2q (52)
where H5µ,ν,σ is continuously differentiable. By (44),(45) we get
Z5µZ
5
µZνZσ
Z3
“ 1 (53)
In addition the contribution from the first term in (52) can be explicitly computed, see [15], and
one gets
pµIµ,ν,σpp1,p2q “ 1
6π2
p1,αp2,βεαβνσ p1,νIµ,ν,σpp1,p2q “ 1
6π2
p1,αp2,βεαβµσ (54)
up to higher order terms, cubic in the momenta; moreover p2,σIµ,ν,σpp1,p2q “ p2,σIµ,σ,νpp2,p1q “
1
6pi2
p2,αp1,βεα,β,µ,ν . Note that the r.h.s. of (54) do not depend on the cut-off 1{a; moreover either
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the current and the chiral current are not conserved in Iµ,ν,σ as the momentum cut-off breaks
the local gauge invariance.
It remains to evaluate the second term in (52); it depends on all the irrelevant terms and
is expressed by a complicate series so it cannot be explicitly computed; however we show now
that the information that is differentiable combined with Ward Identity (25) is sufficient for its
determination. Indeed from the WI (25) we get
p1,νpΓ5µ,ν,σpp1,p2q “ 0 (55)
We use now the decomposition (52) and the differentiability of H5µ,ν,σ to expand up to first order
0 “ 1
6π2
p1,αp2,βεα,β,µ,σ ` p1,νp1,α BBp1,αH
5
µ,ν,σp0,0q ` p1,νp2,β
B
Bp2,βH
5
µ,ν,σp0,0q `Opp3q (56)
From the above relation we get BBp1,αH
5
µ,ν,σp0,0q ` BBp1,νHµ,α,σp0,0q “ 0 and
1
6π2
εα,β,µ,σ “ ´ BBp2,βH
5
µ,α,σp0,0q (57)
Similarly from p2,σpΓµ,ν,σpp1,p2q “ 0 we get
0 “ 1
6π2
p2,αp1,βεα,β,µ,ν `p2,σp1,α BBp1,αHµ,ν,σp0,0q`p2,σp2,β
B
Bp2,βHµ,ν,σp0,0q`Opp
3q , (58)
and 1
6pi2
εα,β,µ,ν “ ´ BBp1,βHµ,ν,αp0,0q. Finally
Hµ,ν,σpp1,p2q “ p1,α BBp1,αHµ,ν,σp0,0q`p2,β
B
Bp2,βHµ,ν,σp0,0q “ ´
1
6π2
p1,αεσ,α,µ,ν´ 1
6π2
p2,βεν,β,µ,σ
(59)
so that
pµpΓ5µ,ν,σpp1,p2q “ 16π2 pp1,αp2,βεα,β,ν,σ´p1,αp2,µεσ,α,µ,ν´p2,βp1,µεν,β,µ,σq “ 12π2p1,αp2,βεα,β,ν,σ
(60)
up to higher orders terms in p. This says that the AB non-renormalization property holds even
in presence of symmetry breaking terms.
5 Anomaly non-renormalization; marginal interactions
We have derived in the previous section the AB non-renormalization in a case where the in-
teraction is irrelevant; this is in contrast with the d “ 3 case with massless photons where the
interaction is marginal. However we show now that even in d “ 1, where the interaction is
marginal, the AB renormalization holds exactly. Again we can decompose
pΓ5µ,νppq “ pΓ5,aµ,νppq ` pΓ5,bµ,νppq (61)
where pΓ5,aµ,ν contains only marginal terms and pΓ5,bµ,ν at least an irrelevant or relevant term; therefore
by (38) we get
|pΓ5,iµ,νppq| ď Nÿ
h“0
γθiph´Nq (62)
with θa “ 0, θb “ 1; therefore the first term in (61) is not continuous while the first is continuous.pΓ5,aµ,νppq has a relativistic structure and we could try to follow a strategy similar to the one in
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the previous section. There is however a major difference; now there are marginal terms quartic
in the fields, so that the first term is expressed as a series of renormalized graphs and not by a
single term. As the dominant part now corresponds to an interacting theory, it seems that it
cannot be explicitly computed. We can however introduce a relativistic QFT describing Dirac
fermions in d “ 1` 1 with a current-current non local interaction; the corresponding generating
function is given by
eWrelpA,A
5,φq “
ż
P pdψďKqeλ8 rZ2 ş dxdyvpx´yqjµ,xjm,y`řµ rZµ ş dxAµjµ`řµ rZ5µ ş dxA5µj5µ`ş dxpψx` φx´`ψx´ ψx` qq
(63)
where ψx˘,ω, ω “ ˘ are Grassmann variables, j0,x “ ψ`x,`ψ´x,` ` ψ`x,´ψ´x,´, j1,x “ ipψ`x,`ψ´x,` ´
ψ`x,´ψ
´
x,´q, P pdψďKq has propagator, if ω “ ˘, pgpďKqω pkq “ χKpkqrZp´ik0`ωkq with χKpkq a cut-off
function non vanishing for |k| ď γK and vpx ´ yq decaying exponentially with rate 1{a. This
theory is in a sense the regularization of the scaling limit of the previous one, and it verifies the
chiral global gauge invariance (which is broken by the lattice).
The RG analysis of (63) is similar to the one in §3 and we can choose the parametersrZ, rZ5µ, rZµ, λ8 in (63) as function of λ so that the limiting value at h “ ´8 of the corresponding
running coupling constants is the same as in the lattice theory. By this choice the difference in
the running coupling constants is Opγh´N q so that we get the decomposition
pΓ5µ,νppq “ Z5µrB2WrelpA,A5, φqB pA5µB pAν |0 `H5µ,νppqs pΓµ,νppq “ r
B2WrelpA,A5, φq
B pAµB pAν |0 `Hµ,νppqs (64)
where Hµ,νppq,H5µ,νppq continuous by (38); similarly, up to subdominant terms in the momen-
tum, pG2,µ “ B2WrelBpφ`Bpφ´ pG2,1,µ “ B
3Wrel
B pAµBpφ`Bpφ´ pG52,1,µ “ Z5µ
B3Wrel
B pA5µBpφ`Bpφ´ (65)
We can take advantage from the fact that the model (63) verifies global and axial symmetries;
however local symmetries are broken by the presence of the momentum cut-off and this produces
extra anomalous terms in the WI for the global and axial current. Note indeed that, if Dωpkq “
´ik0 ` ωk
pgpďKqω pkq ´ pgpďKqω pk` pq ´ pgpďKqω pkqDωppqgpďKqω pk` pq “ pgpďKqω pkqCpk,pqpgpďKqω pk` pq (66)
with Cpk,pq “ Dωpkqpχ´1K pkq ´ 1q ´ Dωpk ` pqpχ´1K pk ` pq ´ 1q (the r.h.s.would be zero in
absence of cut-off). The presence of this extra term produce an additional factor in the WI, see
Fig. 2; as proven in [21] in the K Ñ 8 limit the following WI for the vertex and chiral vertex
are obtained
´ip0 1rZ0
B3Wrel
B pA0,pBpφ´k,ωBpφ`k`p,ω `
p1rZ1
B3Wrel
B pA1,pBpφ´k,ωBpφ`k`p,ω “
1rZp1´ τqp B
2Wrel
Bpφ´k,ωBpφ`k,ω ´
B2Wrel
Bpφ´k`p,ωBpφ`k`p,ω q(67)
´ip0 1rZ50
B3Wrel
B pA50,pBφ´k,ωBφ`k`p,ω `
p1rZ51
B3Wrel
B pA51,pBφ´k,ωBφ`k`p,ω “
ωrZp1` τqp B
2Wrel
Bpφ´
k,ωBpφ`k,ω ´
B2Wrel
Bpφ´
k`p,ωBpφ`κ`p,ω q
and τ “ λ8{4π. The extra term in the WI produced by the C- term reduces, in the limit
K Ñ 8, to the vertex function times the constant τ (which is the graph for the anomaly in
d “ 1 with momentum cut-off).
The fact that the vertex and 2-point function of (67) and lattice model (computed at q`ωζ{a
with q small) are close up to Opaqq terms says that the first of the WI (67) coincides with (27);
this imposes constraints for the parameters of effective QFT (63), that is
rZ1rZ0 “ 1
rZ0rZ “ 1´ τ (68)
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We have now to choose Z5µ by (24); from (67) in the limit p0 Ñ 0, pÑ 0
“ ´ `
Figure 2: The WI for the vertex function of (63) where the last term is the extra term due to
the C factor.
pG52,1 “ iω Z50 rZ50rZp1` τqB0 B
2Wrel
Bpφ´k,ωBpφ`k,ω pG2,1 “ i
rZ0rZp1´ τqB0 B
2Wrel
Bpφ´k,ωBpφ`k,ω (69)
and a similar expression for µ “ 1 so that
Z5i “
1` τ
1´ τ
rZirZ5i “ p1` τq
rZrZ5i (70)
The WI for the current correlations of (63) are
ÿ
µ
pµ
rZrZ5µ
rZrZν
B2Wrel
B pA5µB pAν “
εµ,νpµ
1` τ
1
2π
ÿ
ν
pν
rZrZ5µ
Z
Zν
B2Wrel
B pA5µB pAν “
εν,µpν
1´ τ
1
2π
(71)
and from (68), (70)
1
1´ τ
ÿ
µ
pµZ
5
µ
B2Wrel
B pA5µB pAν “ εµ,νpµ
1
2π
1
1` τ
ÿ
ν
pνZ
5
µ
B2W
B pA5µB pAν “ ερ,µpρ
1
2π
(72)
Now we use that the lattice Ward identity (25) and the decomposition (64)
pνpΓ5µ,ν “ Z5µÿ
ν
pνr B
2W
B pA5µB pAν `Hµ,νs “ 0 (73)
from which we get
ερ,µ
p1` τq
Z5µ
pρ
1
2π
` pνHµ,νppq “ 0 (74)
In contrast with Γ5µ,νppq, we know that Hµ,νppq is continuous in p so that
´ερ,µ p1` τq
Z5µ
1
2π
“ Hµ,ρp0q (75)
and, up to higher orders in p
pµpΓ5µ,νppq “ÿ
µ
pµZ
5
µr
B2Wrel
B pA5µB pAν `Hµ,νs “
εµ,ν
p1´ τq
2π
pµ ´ εν,µ p1` τq
2π
pµ “ rp1´ τq ` p1` τqsεµ,νpµ 1
2π
“ εµ,νpµ 1
π
(76)
so that the factor τ , depending on λ, cancels out and also in the marginal case the anomaly is
non-renormalized.
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6 Conclusions
The renormalizability of the Standard Model relies on the AB non renormalization property
which is used in the anomaly cancellation. It is therefore interesting to see if the anomaly non-
renormalization holds generically even when symmetry breaking terms are present at the Planck
scale, or if in contrast its validity requires that they are absent or at least of special form. We
have investigated such a question in QED lattice model both when the interaction is irrelevant
or marginal, showing that the AB property holds exactly even if Lorentz or chiral symmetry is
broken and corrections to correlations are present. The fact that the corrections to the anomaly
are due to irrelevant terms requires the use of exact and non-perturbative RG methods. It would
be interesting to establish a similar property removing the mass regularization of photons; in
such a case fermionic cancellations are not sufficient to achieve convergence and large/small field
decomposition is necessary to get non-perturbative results.
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